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I. Theoretical Outline: Displaying and Visualizing Migration History

Europe, in modern times, has always been a continent on the move. Emigration and immigration from and to Europe, migration within the European continent, as well as migration flows within Europe’s individual nation-states, have shaped its social, political and cultural face. Large-scale migration has had wide-reaching repercussions in Europe: migration movements have shaped nation-state populations as well as Europe’s economic and social fabric. Large-scale migration movements began to unfold in early modern times. These movements increased during the industrial period and have not yet come to a halt. Thus, migration has been a continuum of European history and not only a phenomenon of modernity. In the 21st century, the movement of people across borders and space remains a dominant characteristic of Europe, marking its populations, its societies and its states. Social, cultural and demographic plurality will increase rather than decrease in the future. Future European society will further be shaped by a plurality of peoples, groups and cultures. Plurality will remain a crucial element of future European identity. This plurality will not least be shaped by immigration and its effects.

European cultures and national public discourses, often do not at all, or only insufficiently present and depict the societal and cultural plurality of Europe’s past and present. National paradigms and modes of interpretation still determine national identity within Europe, despite the historically different experiences of most European nation-state. This leaves little room for the representation of border-transcending phenomena such as migration. Migrants are written into European national memories and histories as ‘Others’. This representation of migrants holds true for European public debates and discourses. Immigrants don't play a crucial role in defining European (and national) identities as such. Immigrants are seldom portrayed or represented as part of the dominant society and culture, the ‘Self’. This is particularly true for national discourses concerning immigration and migrant integration. National debates are not usually dominated by discussions emphasizing plurality and co-existence of persons with diverse ethnicity and culture, but by arguments revolving around societal exclusion along ethnic and cultural lines. 

Despite increasing Europeanization, institutions shaping the European and migrant historical consciousness and memory (museums, historical exhibitions, media, schools, universities, historiography, textbooks, curricula) are usually conceptualized by individual nation-states (and in accordance with the views of the ethnic and cultural majority in each country). A pan-European or transnational process of relating historical consciousness and memory in Europe does not often take place. This is particularly true in the historical representation of migration and migrants.

Within the existing and enlarging European Union, historically rooted plurality (a plurality not least stemming from migration) wants adequate representation, visualization and permanent commemoration. An important aspect of representing European plurality is embodied in historiography, media discourses about history and not least of all in historical museums and exhibitions. The embodiment of migration history in these means and forms of representation is a decisive precondition and opportunity to recognize this plurality within a common European cultural framework. Moreover, the representation of European migration history within a pan-European context provides an opportunity to intellectually challenge national images of the past created by nation-states. Migration history and its (written and visual) representation can serve to decentralize European historical memory as well as to strengthen a common European identity. Particularly European migration history, which has transcended political borders created by nation-states and supported by national historiography, provides an opportunity to create an image of European history that breaks through national historiography and limitations of ‘national’ thinking.

Such an "approach can make a crucial contribution to a common European identity, an identity which is derived from regional and non-national processes of socialization, which incorporates many elements of borderland cultures, i.e. zones of cultural interaction beyond linguistic barriers. This historical depth makes it possible to question and dissolve national developments and limitations" (comment by Dirk Hoerder).

Adequate representation and depiction of European migration history would mean an extension of European history twofold. First, European history would be narrated not by European hegemonic centres (state, nation), but would be told from the viewpoints of many marginal or marginalized groups, thus mirroring the everyday life of many Europeans. Such a view and historical interpretation would match the historical and contemporary European reality, which has been shaped less by national elites. Second, a multifaceted representation and depiction of migrants in Europe could serve as an important undertaking, going beyond the limited purpose of simply representing immigrant history. In the age of globalization, portraying a non-national and more realistic image of migration history could also help broaden and transcend another biased, this time Eurocentric, understanding of migration history. Historical representations of migration in and to Europe naturally have a strong extra- or trans-European element.

II. (Public) History and Historiography as a 'Tool' for Writing Immigrants into Collective Identities

What role can historiography, historical representation and historical visualization play in the shaping of communities, identities and large-scale social entities, namely in representing immigrants as part of these social entities? Since the 1980s and the renewed debates about nationalism, nation-building and state formation Benedict Anderson: Imagined Communities. Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. (London: Verso, 1991); Ernest Gellner: Nations and Nationalism (Ithaca-London: Cornell University Press, 1983); John A. Hall: (ed.), The State of the Nation: Ernest Gellner and the Theory of Nationalism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Eric J. Hobsbawm: Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Anthony D. Smith: The Ethnic Origins of Nations (Oxfords: Blackwell, 1986). history and historiography play a crucial and more conscious role in forging and forming national identities and thus ‘constructing’ or ‘engineering’ a national fabric, as the scientific terminology goes. Within post-structuralist and post-modern debates about history and historical writing, it has also become a truism that reconstructing, reading and interpreting the past in a text or as a text Geoff Eley: Is all the World a Text? From Social History to the History of Societies two Decades Later (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan, 1990). can radically differ from what ‘actually happened’ in the past. Historiography recreates the past to a certain extent, however, it also creates it as a new textual reality. Boia, Lucian Istoria şi mit in conştiinţa românescă [History and Myth in the Romanian conscience] (Bucharest, Humanitas, 1997), p. 7.

If one follows this line of argumentation, the question must be asked to what extent historiography of the 21st century will modify its inherited standard of being source-oriented and source-based, to becoming ‘objective’ and recreating an ‘objective’ and factual past. One possible development could be a (further and increased) weakening of ‘objective’ national historiographical paradigms and idioms. This change might come about by way of regionalization, Europeanization, globalization or the emergence of supra-national entities and identities, causing a parallel and diverse historiography to emerge. Another possible outcome could be the development of a more subjective, a more flexible, more ‘constructed’, though also more fragmented, attitude towards writing history. Thus categories of difference, diversity, and plurality could gain stronger influence and eventually replace clearly bound national narratives. Hence, the future paradigm concerning historiography might shift more strongly towards asking what history should and can be about, and not only question what it is and was about. The new paradigm could be open to more ambivalent (and intertwined) historical narratives emphasizing the in-between nature of groups, populations, and nations thus recognizing the fact that national (communities) are and have been under constant transformation. In such a view, marginal populations such as immigrants and minorities could become central foci of historiography. These groups would offer the possibility of researching history from the social periphery, narrating it from its margins, partly against the telos of the center and thus opening up historical imagination for much larger, more open but also more conflicting interpretations.

III. Possible Pathways and Trajectories: Feasible Representations of Migration History 

We might be allowed here to step on normative grounds and shortly discuss which paths could and should be followed as a scholarly and political process of further establishing migration history and its representation within European societies. Which options could be pursued and chosen?

(European) migration history should predominantly focus on the history of immigration to and within Europe. However, immigration history should also be situated and contextualized within the history of emigration and internal migration as well as the history of autochthonous minorities and their migration. Within such a focus, a central topic is the transformation of Europe from a continent of emigration to a continent of immigration. Thus, besides the realm of European immigration history, the history of emigration and remigration would also play a crucial role.

Spatially, a European narrative should strongly concentrate on inner European migration between the European nation-states. However, immigration to Europe from extra-European areas as well as emigration from Europe should not be overlooked. The interrelated theme of internal migration within the European nation-states, which often provided a migration alternative directly associated with questions of international migration (for instance in the German or Italian cases where internal migration East-West and South-North, respectively, provided an alternative to transatlantic emigration), is of eminent importance.

The following aspects, foci and group narratives as well as periodizations could be a tentative model for (comparative) approaches towards European(izing) migration history. This proposal should be understood as a starting point rather than as a final list:

1. Labor Migration
The central European (as well as global) theme of labor migration has proved a lasting topic since early modern times, though it considerably increased and intensified within the 19th century. Closely related to the history of industrialization and urbanization in Europe, this topic contextualizes such different migration streams as (deliberate) labor migration from Eastern to Western Europe and from Southern to Northern and Western Europe. Furthermore, the organized labor migration within the second half of the 20th century is still continuing and shaping Europe’s social, economic and cultural reality. As a result, such diverse migratory movements as journeys of craftsmen in late mediaeval and early modern times, interrelations of regional economies by way of networks, seasonal labor migrants, the history of rural-urban migration and the mass migrations of the 19th and 20th century, whether transatlantic or inner-European, are the subject of focus.

2. Forced Migrations
The 20th century was the century of refugees. In Europe, 50 to 60 million people were expelled, displaced by force or had to flee between 1913 (the first and second Balkan Wars) and 1999 (Kosovo War). This forced homogenization of (often previously mixed) populations under the banner of nationalism and the European Wars reshaped the ethnic and demographic structure of Europe – to some extent, radically. This topic predominantly focuses on the three main 20th century periods of forced migration (before and after World War I, during and after World War II and since the demise of the communist regimes).
Regionally it should be centered on Central and Eastern Europe. However, it is neither geographically limited to this European region nor temporally to the 20th century. For instance, forced migrations in the period of religious strife are also of importance. Thus, forced migrations of Jews from Spain and Portugal as well as expulsions of Hugenots and Protestant dissenters from France, Great Britain or Austria are significant. 

3. Colonial Migrations and “Repatriation”
The decolonization of the world after the end of World War II caused new migration movements. On the one hand, the colonial powers such as Belgium, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Portugal withdrew ('repatriated') their (mostly white) “colonial population” from the newly independent states (reversed migration). On the other hand, historically established links between the former mother countries and the former colonies led to the immigration of members of previously colonized peoples and nations, thus spurring new forms of labor migration streams. 

4. Ethnic Migration
A special form of migration, particularly in Central and Eastern Europe, is the migration of ethnic minorities into their (historical) “homeland” (or what they think to be their "homeland"). In the course of forced nationalization and homogenization of nation-state populations in 20th century Europe, countless members of ethnic minorities left their countries of birth and residence to settle as co-ethnic migrants in their “mother country.” This was particularly true for Carelian, or Finnish, German, Greek, and Hungarian minorities after the end of the First and Second World Wars. The remaining European Jewry after 1945 and ethnic Russians in the successor states of the USSR since the implosion of the Soviet Union also take on this migration form. Moreover, numerous smaller groups such as ethnic Poles in Kazhakstan or Meshketian Turks from Central Asia, but also the large group of Crimean Tatars were affected by this kind of migration. In the latter cases the migration was a late consequence of Stalinist deportation in the 1930s and 1940s, in the former it could be argued that the migration was also an effect of decolonization (ethnic Russians, ethnic Germans, ethnic Hungarians), if one stretches the concept of colonization and decolonization into the longue durée.

5. Political Refuge and Asylum
Political emigration was a constant phenomenon of European modernity, which was closely connected to the political transformation of respective systems. This form of migration stretched from the French revolution(s), through the 1848 revolutions, the Russian October Revolution and up until the uprising against the communist regimes in Czechoslovakia (1968), East Germany (1953), Poland (1956, 1968 and in the 1980s) and Hungary (1956). An influx of political and revolution refugees from outside the continent, albeit in rather small numbers for a long time, was also present in Europe. 

During the 20th century, the rivalry of political systems outside of Europe between autocratic or totalitarian regimes and democracies generated an increasing number of dissidents who sought refuge partly in Europe. In this way, the successful export of the Western model of democracy into other parts of the world became causally linked to political refuge. Thus, an historically reflected position could also argue that there is a (moral) obligation to face this fact.

6. Elite Migration and Brain Drain
One special case in European migration (history) is elite migration. This phenomenon mostly, but not only, occurred between Eastern and Western Europe and between former colonies, sometimes otherwise called the developed world and third world countries, respectively. Elite migration usually comprises migration that is job-related and occurs for career or educational purposes. Thus, it stretches from, for instance, the Japanese piano student at German music schools, to highly qualified, but lowly paid former scientists from Academies of Sciences in Eastern European transition states who seek employment in the West, to computer and IT experts from India or Bulgaria who help to close labor market gaps in Western Europe. Even if this form of migration was quantitatively not so significant, it still had an important impact, since social and political change in the areas of origin of these migrants was often directly linked to the transfer of ideas through members of the emigrating elite and their financial remittances.

Intellectuals played and continue to play an important role in the history of migration. This is not only true for dissidents and regime critics who had to leave their homeland as a consequence of their political opinions or of persecution in order to live either temporarily or permanently in emigration (e.g. Walter Benjamin, Bertolt Brecht, Albert Einstein, Carl Schurz, Friedrich Hecker, Victor Hugo, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, Thomas Mann, Karl Marx, Alexander Solzhenitsyn to name just a few). It is particularly true for intellectuals and artists who either fled the narrow world of their home provinces or were in search of metropolitan intellectual inspiration to stimulate their creativity. This incomplete list of migrants stretches from Samuel Beckett and Ludwig Börne through Julien Green, Ernest Hemingway, Eugène Ionesco, James Joyce, Milan Kundera and Pablo Picasso to Joseph Roth, Gertrude Stein or Oscar Wilde. The history of this kind of migration is thus also a part of the intellectual history of European metropolises such as Berlin, Budapest, London, Paris and Vienna, etc. It is an essential part of the creation and celebration of cultural diversity within the realm of social and intellectual history. Gisela Welz: Inszenierungen kultureller Vielfalt: Frankfurt am Main und New York City (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1996). It needs to be taken into consideration, however, that elite migration and the brain drain was never completely detached from the social reality of ordinary people whose fate often mirrors that of the elite, or at least structurally reflects it.

7. Undocumented ('Illegal') Migration
An important area increasing in significance today is undocumented (‚illegal’) migration, which occurs outside the realms of legal migration. Undocumented migration is closely connected, though not linearly, with other forms of migration since the very legalization of certain forms of migration and gates of entry defines who and what is illegal. Illegal migration was and continues to be closely integrated with the practice of state control, i.e. registration and supervision within the confined borders of a state territory. The origin of migration regimes, migration policy and means of control, such as passports and visas, stems from the broader area represented by this form of migration. For the purpose of historical scholarship, undocumented migration provides an excellent field that can easily be narrated (and also visualized in exhibitions or museums). 


8. Gendered Migration: Love Birds, Sex and Household Slaves (or: Marriage Migration, Trafficking and Domestic Laborers) 
A specific form of migration that is strongly gendered and pertains mainly to women includes firstly marriage markets and secondly the sex trade. Thirdly one can add the area of domestic labor. All three forms of migration experienced a renaissance in the New Europe ever since the Cold War ended. Within the system of migration between Eastern and Western Europe these forms play a prominent role. Personal advertisements of women from post-communist countries looking for spouses fill the classifieds section in Western newspapers and are omnipresent on the Web. The commodification of the Eastern female body on Western meat markets transcends marriage migration and has become an important element in the sex business. Trafficking eastern European women to the West and 'employing' them (or forcing them) in(to) prostitution is a daily practice. Moreover, private Western households draw heavily on mostly undocumented labor of Eastern women For a current research project (University of Münster) on undocumented female domestic migrants see the project headed by Marianne Küger-Potratz, Helma Lutz and Susanne Schwalgin (http://www.uni-muenster.de/FGEI). providing lowly paid services in middle class and upper middle class families (child care, cleaning, cooking). The male equivalent to female domestic labor is labor on Western construction sites which could barely be run without (legal and illegal) Eastern European construction workers. The same is true for seasonal (harvesting) work in agriculture and partly certain realms of the service economy such as hotels, restaurant and tourism. It is an open secret, that the German government would not have been able to move from Bonn to Berlin, if Polish construction workers had not helped to finish the buildings in the German capital. However, neither of these forms of migration is new. They have historical predecessors, whether it be war brides who married and emigrated from Europe to the United States and Canada in the aftermath of the Second World War, or (usually) rural-urban (female) migrants who supplied the market for domestic labor and extramarital sex when urbanization and industrialization took off in (continental) Europe from the mid 19th century on. 

Migrations in Multiple and Transnational Perspective

In typologically classifying the various migrations given above and providing a narration along these lines, the stereotypical reproduction of images often found in the arsenal of collective national memories should be avoided. This can be demonstrated with German examples: the central images and motives should not be those of the one millionth Portuguese labor migrant ('guest worker') being welcome with a motor-bike as a present, the East Prussian grandmother fleeing with an overburdened hand wagon or the asylum seeker crammed into a container village. Instead, representations should include multiple, interrelated, contrasting views, which also iconoclastically embody new interpretations or at least dialectical views transcending established national paradigms. On the one hand, this means that our view always needs to be informed by taking into consideration the conditions of both countries of origin and countries of destination, and in particular by incorporating transnational interdependencies of social spaces and interrelational fields created through migrations. On the other hand, comparable processes should be viewed together (for instance, the often transitory living conditions of different migrant groups; the oftentimes specific lack of modernity of migrants' cultures; intercultural conflicts between receiving societies and immigrants or the notion of 'home' among migrants). Migration cannot be understood, analyzed and narrated as a unilinear process between two (nation) states. To make this point less abstract through examples: labor migration needs to take into consideration the repercussions it exercises in societies of origin, in particular by way of financial remittances and cultural transfers. Forced migrations of ethnic minorities can only be understood when contextualized within ideologies of ethno-national homogeneity of nation-states and the resulting demographic postulate, i.e. the unmixing and reversion of (social) spaces and orders. Political flight can only be fully grasped when cited within the transfer and diffusion of political ideas and values of freedom, not only within the context of repressive conditions in potential countries of origin from which migrants stem.

Even the Holy Grail of national historiography, the genesis of nations, nation-states and national political philosophy (Staatsdenken) can gain a new dimension by taking on a multiple perspective: national ruling elites, for instance, often emerged from trans-European intellectuals and aristocratic families. Nation-state populations resulted from mass migrations of settlers or workers; commercial networks were also trans-European or even global from the mercantile age to the age of nation-states. This view is a critical challenge for established patterns of national interpretations and narrations. National paradigms are thus limited to the role of just one mode of interpretation among many without abandoning or transcending them completely. Thus, the opportunity to understand these national paradigms as historically transitory is set in motion. We owe this thought to the historian Dirk Hoerder, University of Bremen.

IV. Steps Towards Publicly Representing, Visualizing and Institutionalizing Migration History

Researching, narrating and imagining Europe as a place of multiple and manifold migrations is a process that has only started fairly recently, mainly within the past two decades. Within historical scholarship the founding mothers and fathers such as Klaus J. Bade in Germany, Jan Lucassen in the Netherlands, Gérard Noiriel in France or the two US American scholars Nancy Green (though based in Paris) and Leslie Page Moch have trained a new generation of scholars that is ante portas and to a certain extent already in research institutions (many of the participants of this conference actually represent this next generation of migration scholars). Thus, writing European migration history is on a fairly good track. 

However, the large-scale establishment of European migration history apart from the successful beginnings that have already been achieved, faces huge, but not insurmountable challenges. Two main questions need to be solved: First, scholars need to come to a consensus on the necessity of such an analytical and narrative approach or shift of paradigm. Writing migration history into national and European history as national and European history has yet to be realized. It needs to go beyond the status of an addendum to or an apocryphic part of established master narratives. Actually the establishment of labor history in the 1960s and 1970s and gender history in the 1980s and 1990s could serve as a strategic role model for migration history. These examples demonstrate how marginalized groups and topics successfully made it into established institutions and became part of the mainstream paradigm.  Second, the conceptual and organizational implementation needs to be tackled. This problem faces a crucial challenge: migration history can be based only partially on existing collections of sources in archives (and/or museums). Thus, systematic collections of sources should be either initiated or at least extended. Moreover, the consciousness that migration history is a topic worth analyzing and narrating often needs to be incited among protagonists in established institutions, whether they may be archivists, professional historians, history teachers at schools or journalists writing and reporting on historical and migration related issues. 

Moreover, representing and visualizing migration history and thus translating it to a larger audience is a rather new and budding challenge. Fortunately, one does not need to start from scratch. Numerous existing national initiatives do already exist and can be integrated or have already established forms of communication. We would like to point to these ongoing initiatives in the realm of visualizing and displaying migration history in Europe by way of creating museums and temporary exhibitions. The following actors in particular are on the market to establish and display migration history:

Euroclio (http://www.euroclio.com)

Euroclio, a cooperation of European history museums, is currently discussing the establishment of a European migration exhibition. Moreover, Euroclio's newly founded journal "Comparare" dedicates space to question Self and Other within the emerging European society.

The Association of European Migration Institutions (AEMI)
(http://hbender.homepage.dk)

"Institutions and organizations in Europe, whose field of interest concern migration, research and exhibitions portraying emigration, and who seek to promote understanding of common goals, have joined together in the formation of The Association of European Migration Institutions, A.E.M.I." (webpage description).

European Museum Program on "Migration, Work and Identity"
(http://www.worlab.dk or http://www.migration-identity.org)

Within the EU program Culture 2000 a collaboration of museums in eight countries - mostly labor history museums - exists. This cooperation is part of the WORKLAB project of the International Association of Labor Museums. Participating museums include the Workers' Museum in Copenhagen (Denmark), the Museum of Work in Hamburg/Germany, the Museum of European Cultures in Berlin (Germany), the Neighborhood Museum Neukölln in Berlin (Germany), the National Museum of Labor History in Manchester (Great Britain), the Working World Museum at Steyr (Austria), the Museum of Science and Technology at Terrassa (Spain) and the Museum of Work in Norrköping (Sweden). These museums have been cooperating since 2001 and are in the process of establishing local exhibitions as well as a roaming European exhibition on migration history which will be shown in the respective museums. The first local exhibition (Heimat Berlin?) is currently shown at the Museum of European Cultures in Berlin.

Network Migration in Europe e.V. (http://www.network-migration.org)

Officially and formally established in February 2001 this association, which has been in existence since 1996, coordinates various social, political and scientific initiatives that address migration and migration history on a European level. The idea and initiative of establishing a European Centre for Migration: Forum and Museum emerged within this group. In cooperation with the Ellis Island Immigration Museum (New York) as well as with seven further institutions (Berlin Commissioner for Foreigner's Affairs'; DOMiT e.V./Documentation and Museum on Migration from Turkey; Génériques Paris; Kreuzberg Museum for Urban Development and Social History (Berlin); Imagine Identity and Culture, Amsterdam; Lower East Side Tenement Museum, New York; Association for a Migration Museum, Switzerland) the Network developed the concept "Migration in Museums: Europe and America in Dialogue.” This concept is currently under consideration at potential money givers. The intended project aims at developing a concept for a large exhibition on migration history in the future and the elaboration of a concept for a European Centre for Migration: Forum and Museum. In the course of this project, experiences in the United States shall explicitly be discussed and considered, necessitating a transatlantic exchange of ideas.

Moreover, the network is involved in a large oral history project on forced migration in 20th century Europe resulting in a TV documentary ("Homeless and not Welcome: Refugees and Expellees in the Century of Flight") and in organizing scholarly conferences on migration history and collective memory societies of immigration (see current www.network-migration.org link conferences). Moreover, two web based exhibitions on migration and migration history have just been launched or are in the process of being launched (see part VI. of this paper).

Verein für ein Migrationsmuseum (Association for a Migration Museum, Switzerland (http://www.migrationsmuseum.ch)

This initiative has already come up with an impressive study (Machbarkeitsstudie) for the implementation of a Swiss migration museum („Machbarkeitsstudie für ein Museum für Migration, Winterthur, Januar 2001). It is backed by influential supporters in Switzerland and the United States and is currently recruiting sponsors for the project. Since early 2002 the Verein employs two people who are in charge of lobbying for the project and finding sponsors. One of the protagonists of the Swiss initiative, Heinz Nigg, organized a roaming exhibition on contemporary Swiss migration history (Da und fort. Leben in zwei Welten). The exhibit is based on life course interviews with immigrants and will be shown in several Swiss cities until the end of 2002.

Génériques (http://www.generiques.org)

The Paris based immigrant NGO, which successfully implemented numerous projects in the area of migration history since 1987 (exhibitions, Guides des Sources des Archives, Journal Migrance), launched a concept for a French migration museum in November 2001 (http://www.generiques.org/rapport.html). The project was initiated by the Jospin administration. French decision makers have agreed upon the concept, however, the national administration and the city of Paris are still discussing how cost and burden-sharing shall be divided. Thus, the project is temporarily stuck within the administration.

Imagine Identity and Culture, Amsterdam/The Netherlands

This foundation created and supported by the Dutch government in Amsterdam in 2000 digitalizes visual European sources (photos, paintings) dealing with migration (history) and beginning from early modern times to the present. This project might eventually develop into the European archive on visual holdings and documentation concerning migration history.

Immigration Museum in Brussels (Belgium)

The government of the administrative region in Brussels launched an initiative in October 2001 to establish an immigration museum. The project seems to have parliamentary support. The museum, however, might become a part of the European Museum planned in Brussels.

Immigration Museum in Wallonia (Belgium)

The canal area around the Belgium district of La Louvrière, once an important center of steel and mining, now belongs to the UNESCO world cultural heritage. A landscape of museums was established along the canals: An immigration museum was built next to an environmental museum and a mining museum. The former displays in particular the history of Italian labor immigrants 

Centre de Documentation sur les Migrations Humaines (CDMH), Luxemburg 
(http://webplaza.pt.lu/public/migcendo/ and http://www.migcendo.lu/musee.html)

The center documents and displays immigration to Luxemburg and manages an open air migration museum (musée hors des murs or museum outside the walls). Moreover, the initiative launched the idea of establishing an itinéraire européen on migration history. The project is currently under consideration at the Council of Europe, which supports and finances other historical itineraries (such as the one along the old silk street or the St. Jacobs pilgrim's path to Santiago de Compostella). Recently, the Centre displayed the exhibition "Ein starkes Stück Deutschland - Einwanderung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland nach 1945" (An important part of Germany – Immigration to Germany since 1945) at the Gare-Usines in Dudelange (April 11 to May 19, 2002).

Italian Initiatives on Migration History

In Italy, numerous local and regional initiatives mostly circled around established institutions are important actors in the field of displaying migration history. Most of these initiatives have met for the first time on June 7/8, 2002 at the conference "I Musei dell’emigrazione Esperienze locali e internazionali" in Perugia. Among others involved in the exhibition are the Museo dell’emigrante di San Marino, the Museo dell’emigrazione eoliana di Salina, the Museo dell’emigrazione di Francavilla Angitola, the emigration section of the Museo delle tradizioni ed arti contadine di Picciano in Pescara, the Museo storico dell’emigrazione transoceanica meridionale in Naples and the Museo dell’emigrazione di Gualdo Tadino.

Art Museum Liechtenstein

The newly opened art museum in Liechtenstein will host an art exhibition on migration beginning in 2003. The exhibition will be interconnected with projects focusing on questions of immigration and integration in neighboring Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Moreover, this museum is planned to host a conference in Vaduz, the capital of the country, bringing together the various European, national and regional initiatives, which work on exhibiting and displaying migration history or founding migration museums.

German Migration Museum (DOMiTe.V./Documentation and Museum on Migration from Turkey (http://www.domit.de)

In the 1990s, DOMiT a cultural immigrant self-organization in Cologne/Germany got involved in displaying migration history in Germany. In 1998, they displayed a huge exhibition on the history of Turkish labor migration to Germany. The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ruhrlandmuseum Essen. Aytaç Eryilmaz and Mathilde Jamin (Hg.): Fremde Heimat. Eine Geschichte der Einwanderung aus der Türkei [Foreign Homeland. A History of Immigration from Turkey] (Essen: Klartext-Verlag, 1999). In 2001, they displayed another smaller exhibition in Cologne commemorating the 40th anniversary of the German-Turkish labor recruitment contract as of October 30, 1961. This fall, DOMiT hosted a conference on the issue "Germany needs an Immigration Museum". See http://www.network-migration.org/engl/exhibitions/index_exhibitions.htm for keynote paper and http://hsozkult.geschichte.hu-berlin.de/ (link ‘Tagunsgberichte’ as of October 10, 2002) for conference report. This initiative was supported and co-organized by the Federal Institute for Political Education (Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung).

DOMiT will organize a large exhibition on labor migration to Germany in 2005 commemorating the 50th anniversary of the first labor recruitment contract, concluded on December 22, between Germany and Italy (working title „Zwei, drei Jahre Germania...“ or: Two, three years of Germany…"). This exhibition will be co-organized with the Cologne art association (Kölner Kunstverein) and is sponsored by the Federal Cultural Foundation (Bundeskulturstiftung). The exhibition will first be shown in Berlin, then in Rome, Athens, Istanbul, Madrid and Lisbon. It could become an important cornerstone on the way towards a German migration museum as it will broaden the already large collection of DOMiT on Turkish labor migration into other groups of labor migrants who will systematically cooperate within the project.

Regional and Local Initiatives (in Germany)

Numerous smaller, mostly local or regional initiatives and exhibitions have recently dedicated themselves to the topic of migration history. In Germany alone the following initiatives are underway: the recently closed exhibitions of the Kreuzberg Museum Berlin "Wir sind die nächsten... Türkiye’den Berlin’e": Die zweite Generation" (We are the Next: The Second Generation of Turkish Immigrants in Berlin); the exhibition "Für 50 Mark einen Italiener" (An Italian for Fifty Marks) in Munich in 2000; the exhibition Vom "Gastarbeiter" zum "Neubürger": die Geschichte der Einwanderung nach Emsdetten 1960 bis 1980 (From Guest Worker to New Citizen; The History of Immigration to Emsdetten 1960 to 1980) the exhibition of the Landeszentrale für politische Bildung (Federal Center for Political Education) in Lower Saxony which just was opened; the photo, exhibition, film and broadcast project “Face Migration” of the Südwest-Rundfunk (broadcast station in the federal state of Baden-Württemberg). Moreover, the Historical Museum of the city of Frankfurt, the Reiss Museum in Mannheim and the German Historical Museum are planning exhibitions on immigration history.
 
The Historical Association (Historische Gesellschaft e.V.) in the city of Bottrop (Ruhr area/Germany) initiated a promising educational and exhibition project on migration (history). Historical industrial buildings on one of the last intact mining sites in the area will be dedicated for the purpose of educational projects and temporary as well as permanent exhibitions on migration history. The Landeszentrum für Zuwanderung in Solingen (Center for Migration in the state of Northrhine-Westphalia) and the Network Migration in Europe e.V. co-authored the implementation concept (Nutzungskonzept), which was presented on June 24, 2002 within a scientific conference and is currently implemeneted. This project has the potential to be converted into a Euro-regional, especially since there are plans for cooperation among European mining areas (Lorraine/France, Wales/Great Britain, Upper Silesia/Poland).

German Projects on Emigration History (Bremerhaven, Hamburg, Bavaria)

a. Bremerhaven: German Emigration Museum (http://www.foerderv-dt-auswandermus.de)

"In 1985 the association Friends of the German Emigration Museum was founded to promote and support the establishment of a museum which would take into account the great importance of mass emigration for the development of Bremen and Bremerhaven. The association plans to establish a museum also being concerned with the European and international character of historical and present day migration movements.

In recent years, the association has furthered the idea of Bremerhaven being the site of such a museum by way of lectures, exhibitions, conferences and publications. In addition international contacts were established with various institutions (archives, museums, universities etc.) which research, document and present migrations or offer services in genealogy and cultural tourism" (website description of the project). However, within the last almost twenty years the initiative has not been fully realized and implemented in project form. 
 
b. Bavaria: Haus der Bayrischen Geschichte - Oversea Emigration from Bavaria
The Bavarian "Haus der Bayrischen Geschichte" (Bavarian 'national' history museum) in Augsburg plans an exhibition on 19th and 20th century emigration from Bavaria to overseas. The exhibitions will be conceptualized in 2002 and displayed in 2003.

c. Hamburg: Industrie- und Handelskammer Hamburg - Hamburg as Port of Emigration) 

The Industrie- und Handelskammer in Hamburg (Chamber of Commerce and Trade) plans to dedicate one of the last remaining emigration sites in the city to a permanent site for displaying emigration history analogous to the Ellis Island Immigration Museum.

To conclude: (Western) Europe is increasingly becoming aware of its migration history and paying more and more attention to it. This is true not only for the area of scholarship, but also for the field of exhibitions and museums. However, the approaches are partly regional (or even local) and partly national. A pan-European project is only now emerging probably as a mosaic of ongoing and established projects, thus fairly well representing what Europe (still) is all about: diversity, complexity and an assembly of partly competing, partly cooperating little duchies and principalities (sometimes also called nation-states).


V. Germany as Paradigmatic Case for (Mis-) Representing Immigrant History: An Unfinished Drama in five Acts For a German version of part V of this paper see: Jan Motte and Rainer Ohliger: Menschen ohne Geschichte?, in: tageszeitung, October 7, 2002 (http://www.taz.de/pt/2002/10/07/a0169.nf/text).

or:

Others without History? Providing a Memory for a Society of Immigration

Act 1: Railway station Cologne-Deutz, September 10, 1964: The one millionth 'guestworker' arrives in West Germany, the Portuguese Armado Sa Rodrigues, is received by a great reception committee: employer associations, state and government officials and the media provide a warm greeting  for the surprised and a little intimidated labour migrant. They present him with a motor-bike as a welcoming gesture:


here picture 1: Welcome of Antonio Sa Rodrigues at train station Cologne-Deutz


This symbolic act will become an icon committed to memory in the decades that follow and will be reproduced by the media over and over again.

Act 2: Germany in November 1989, the Berlin wall falls: The Germans are close again, and yet they remain apart. Wolfgang Thierse, today president of the German Bundestag, reacts to reunification with the encouraging words: „Let's become a community of narration (Erzählgemeinschaft).“ The following must have been his idea: If one knows the history and the stories of the other, both sides understand each other much better. Telling one’s life story to another means communicating on a close, personal level. After 40 years of division, Germany is finally one nation again, at least a narrated one.

Act 3: West Germany in 1959: After a decade of expellee and refugee integration, the volume "Die Vertriebenen in West-Deutschland" (The Expellees in West Germany), edited by Friedrich Edding and Eugen Lemberg, emphasizes the important role of culture and cultural policy for refugee integration. Eugen Lemberg and Friedrich Edding (Hg.): Die Vertriebenen in West-Deutschland. Three volumes (Kiel: Hirt, 1959). It must be seen as „secular psychological treatment“ (säkulare Seelsorge). An official, state-sponsored approach would target the history and traditions of German forced migrants and their areas of origin, thus helping to condense the post-war refuge and expulsion into a German lieu de mémoire.

Act 4 (unfinished): Such an anchorage of labour migration history as (German) lieu de mémoire (or rather as remembered history) is yet to be seen. However, an initial, uncomfortable feeling is obviously emerging as a response to this vacuum of memory. When the two historians Etienne François and Hagen Schulze wrote the introduction to their volumes „Deutsche Erinnerungsorte“ (German Lieux de Mémoire), they must have experienced this uncomfortable feeling. While they were presenting the three massive volumes to the audience, the German public was vividly discussing immigration on all channels. However, immigrants did not make it into their Teutonic ghetto of commemoration and remembrance. Migration, a subject without history? Without its own lieux de mémoire? In the last minute, François and Schulze reacted to the current debate by touching on the topic in the introduction to the first volume: "Das kollektive Gedächtnis der jungen Deutsch-Türken, der Spätaussiedler, der Kriegsflüchtlinge und der Asylanten [sic!] entzieht sich notwendigerweise unserem Blick." (The collective memory of young Turkish-German, ethnic German immigrants, war refugees and asylum seekers goes necessarily beyond our focus). A convincing argument why this is "necessarily" so, is not provided. 

If one exempts the slow beginning of (German) historical scholarship on contemporary migration history, then it is not only the „Deutsche Erinnerungsorte“ which leave blank spaces. Other media, be it history textbooks as printed and coagulated final products of a political-administrative and ideological process, be it museums, be it public monuments or street names as everyday places of recognition, participation and representation in the public sphere also remain more or less empty placeholders. None of these places conveys or symbolizes the history of labour migration. Beyond the private sphere no sign of immigration and its history is discernable. This state of u-mnemonia, or not remembering, is a product of the majority society. It uses the predominant patterns and discourses of interpretation to mediate the big history and all the small stories that accompany it. However, it usually leaves migrants out of its master narrative.

The lieu de mémoire of migration history in Germany, which deserved attention and should have been included in the “Deutsche Erinnerungsorte,” is the photo of Armado Sa Rodrigues and his welcome present. This picture of the millionth recruited 'guestworker' in 1964 is the icon of memory in post-war German history with regard to immigration. The motor-bike of Sa Rodrigues who died in the early 1980s as a consequence of a work accident is owned today by the “Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland“ in Bonn, the German museum for contemporary history. This institution bought the motor-bike back from the family of Sa Rodrigues. By displaying the motor-bike in the museum the gesture of donation is iconographically and commemoratively eternalised. This commemoration of labor migration, however, does not, or only insufficiently, coincide(s) with the view of labor migrants themselves: it excludes the reality of an often exhausting and hard existence of labor migrants and reduces migration history to the welcome gesture. The lieu de mémoire of the millionth "guestworker," Sa Rodrigues and his motor-bike, however, could provide a different narration and potentially fill the memory gap, if the protagonist's biography were to be told in its entirety. Then the social and working conditions in which Sa Rodrigues died would also come to the fore. Unaware of his rights regarding health insurance, Sa Rodrigues returned to Portugal and spent the money he had saved on his medical treatment before eventually dying. He did not know that he had the right to transfer the health insurance benefits from his labor contract in Germany to his native Portugal. All of a sudden the Sa Rodrigues story no longer appears so welcoming. During the official historical exhibition commemorating 50 years of the Federal Republic of Germany, which was organized by the German Historical Museum (Berlin) and the Haus der Geschichte (Bonn) and displayed at the Martin-Gropius Bau in Berlin, only the glamorous and illuminated part of the Sa Rodriguez story was portrayed and included the motor-bike an as artifact.

Immigration (History) and Cultural Politics

Immigrants are not generally discriminated against in the field of cultural and political commemoration. The comparison of labor migrants and German forced migrants makes this evident. The area of culture does not necessarily have to vanish behind the presumptuously more important fields of social and labor market policy. Right from the beginning the policy towards German refugees and expellees of the post-war period (and their heirs, ethnic German immigrants or Aussiedler) comprised two elements. On the one hand, equal political participation and social integration was made possible. On the other hand, the German state provided cultural recognition by way of establishing and supporting numerous independent, or semi-official cultural institutions, focussing on the history and culture of expellees and refugees. 

However, what does the German society know about the origin and history of their labor migrants? What does it know about its own migration history? What do Western European societies know about it? What do they know about the relevance of migration processes for their own societies? Taking the German example, one could portray the largely undiscovered continent of migration history as follows: The icon-like Armado Sa Rodrigues and his motor-bike are the starting point from which the ship of enlightenment and knowledge departs. "Pizza and Döner," however, are waiting in the harbor where the boat arrives. Between these two stereotypical margins of memory there is a vast unknown land mass with rivers and canals on which new and unexpected discoveries wait to be made. Above and beyond private memories, which images and pictures have immigrants developed in a forty year period? Which opportunities existed to publicly discuss and transmit the experiences of the so-called first generation? Which consequences does it have if the history of every tenth resident in Germany only emerges in the private sphere, thus remaining more or less invisible?
A society that has long since needed to start a discussion about immigration, will have plenty of opportunities to discover new aspects of itself, in particular aspects of its own history. The history to be discovered and uncovered will have a dual target audience, namely the majority society, which so far has prevented immigrants from being equally represented, and immigrants themselves, who try to claim their migration history as part of being in the country, belonging to it and remaining in it.

On a battle field where an immigration law was disputed over in Germany for more than two years, the mighty weapons of language and integration have produced a lot of smoke. However, beyond the battle field something has changed silently. It is something that aims at more than discussion about petty integration: end of June 2002 one could read articles of the Ruhr area newspapers that pointed to two independent initiatives for a migration museum. A couple of days later – as a matter of justice between the Ruhr and the Rhine area – the newspapers in the Rhine area reported that Cologne should also have an immigration museum.

It is irrelevant whether these initiatives were launched by the head of the social-democrats in North-Rhine-Westphalia, by an active civil society in the city of Bottrop or by the Federal Cultural Foundation. What matters is that the legacy of immigrants and their history in Germany has reached a new dimension. In the year 2005, the 50th anniversary of the German-Italian recruitment contract will be celebrated and thus commemorate the beginning of labor immigration to Germany in the millions. Upon the 56 year anniversary of the Federal Republic of Germany, labor immigrants will have been a part of the country for fifty years. Maybe they are not people without history afterall?

VI. The final fifth act (also unfinished…) or in lieu of a conclusion: Network Migration Internet Exhibition(s) and exhibition projects to represent immigrant and immigration history

a. Facing Migration – Migrants' Faces

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/franceallemagne

b. EinBlicke – InSights

http://www.ein-blicke.de
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